Uncertainty creates the need to change!
These last few months have caused much uncertainty for all of us and yet with the
unpredictability we find that innovation and creativity are flourishing.
InSight Artspace has taken this time to reflect and rethink our main mission and align it
with the changing dynamics in the world. By understanding what our clients need and
the meaning of art, we have pivoted our strategy - to display more creative and virtual
experiences for our clients to take part in. We have also changed our business
approach to provide more accessible viewing and online purchasing through eplatforms such as Artsy and Kooness.
We have launched our "art and purposes" series - it will feature our artists' passion and
commitment to helping others through their art, activism or emotional process.
Through our ongoing "living with art" series, we invite you to discover art in the home. Art has become
an essential component of the modern home and can both center and define a room, lifting a space and
creating joy from the quest of sourcing works from all around the world. We believe inspiring our viewers
to visualize their “dream space” is important, especially as we look to spend more time in our homes with
family and friends in the coming months.
If you need to fill a wall or complete a room, we are here to guide you through the process and to get the
positive energy circulating in your home. We love to share our artist’s journey, most importantly Shreya
Mehta in this edition.
Stay safe, well, and creative.
Truly yours,
Catherine Testorf
Founder/Director

BOOK YOUR FREE CONSULTATION

BUY ART ONLINE

LIVING WITH ART SERIES
SUMMER EDITION 2020
Introducing Shreya Mehta

Shreya Mehta is not only a talented female artist but also a humanitarian philanthropist .
Discover Shreya Mehta's multifaceted mission during this interview and why she uses art as
a springboard to help others.

Karma Blue I, 39 x 32 in (framed), indigo dye lines, waxed paper on canvas.
Shreya Mehta created her "Karma Blue"" series after a meditation retreat.
The main entrance is the most important space in your home. It is where the energy will circulate
throughout your whole house.

In her "Identity" series, Shreya Mehta explores her cultural heritage by creating layers of the word
"identity" in her 3 native languages : English, Dutch and Gujarati.

SHREYA MEHTA is an award-winning artist who explores issues of
identity, gender, power and spirituality in a variety of mediums and
styles. Her art has been exhibited across the globe, from the Indian
Consulate in New York to the private collection of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi. Born in India, raised and trained in Belgium, and now
living and working in New York, Mehta brings a global perspective and
a positive touch to all her endeavors. She creates both
representational and abstract works thus defying categorization
through constant, energetic change and an inquisitive nature.

BY INVITE ONLY THROUGH INSIGHT ARTSPACE
JOIN SHEYRA MEHTA FOR AN IMMERSIVE/VIRTUAL 3D ART
EXPERIENCE

PLEASE LINK HERE TO RESERVE YOUR SPOT

Photos of Shreya Mehta's art shown at collector's homes.
Above: "Chaos of Karma" glass sculptures. Bottom: "liquid tapestries" series.

UPCOMING EVENTS

InSight Artspace is thrilled to support The Loyalty Foundation in
their mission to bridge the digital divide in purchasing and
distributing technology, education, and resources to kids (K-12) in
underserved communities. We will collaborate with evolve to
create a virtual fundraiser in which we will promote ART as a way
to connect for a good purpose and cause. More information in our
September newsletter.
(Art by Shreya Mehta, blue ascension : acrylic, ink& pigment on paper)

NEXT : LIVING WITH ART WILL FEATURE PORTRAIT
ARTIST MAIZIANNE IN OUR FALL EDITION 2020.
Discover her powerful, texturized portraits which capture
mood and emotion. Mazianne will share her journey from
Brussels to Houston, TX and Toronto, Canada to New York.

InSight Artspace has an extensive & curated selection of works available.
We are pleased to offer private viewings in New York, Westchester, New Jersey, &
Connecticut. Please contact the gallery for more information at info@insightartspace.com
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